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Electron-Core-Hole Interaction in GaAsp
S. M. Kelso, D. E. Aspnes, C. G. Olson, ' D. W. Lynch, ' and D. Finn
Bell Laboratories, Murray Hil/, Ne~ Jersey 07974
(Received 12 June 1980)
The electron-core-hole interaction is studied via energy derivative reflectance spectra
of 20-eV transitions from Ga 3d core levels to lower conduction-band final states in
GaAs& „P„alloys. A two-level anticrossing behavior of line shapes and threshold energies
as the relative positions of the L and X minima invert yields a previously unanticipated
L -X mixing energy ~VI@~ - 50 meV.
PACS numbers: 78.40.Fy, 71.25.Tn, 71.55.Fr
The nature of the electron-hole interaction in
excitations from shallow core levels to the lower
conduction band of semiconductors is a continuing
source of controversy. This interaction is gener-
ally thought to be observable only through the dif-
ferences between combinations of optical and pho-
toemission threshold energies, i.e. , the binding
energies, E~, of core excitons. ' Effective-mass
calculations" typically yield estimates of E~
-40 meV, while estimates made by comparing
experimentally determined optical and photoemis-
sion thresholds are systematically larger, of the
order of 100-200 meV for transiti. ons from Ga 3d
core levels in GaAs and GaP."Differences be-
tween measured and calculated reflectance spec-
tra are interpreted' as being even larger, as
much as 1 eV, and are also attributed mainly to
the electron-core-hole interaction. These values
vary sufficiently to allow qualitatively different
interpretations of the excitations. If E~ is small,
then an interpretation based on a single conduc-
tion-band minimum (or equivalent minima) is ap-
propriate, while if E~ is large, then considerable
interband mixing will occur.
In this Letter we show that the strength of the
electron-core-hole interaction is intermediate to
the above cases: final states corresponding to
different (i.e. , inequivalent) minima of the same
conduction band are mixed by the core-hole po-
tential. This mixing is revealed directly in the
variation with composition x of the fine structure
in reflectance spectra of GaAs, „P„pseudobinary
alloys. The variations in peak position and in-
tensity are described in detail by a two-level anti-
crossing model with an interaction energy of - 50
meV. This sets a scale for E~ nearer to but still
larger than effective-mass values. However, the
simple and natural explanation of our results in
terms of final states having the symmetries of the
the L and X lower conduction-band minima pro-
vides strong evidence for the single-band inter-
pretation.
The analysis of these data also provides insight
into the nature of the core-hole potential. First,
it hybridizes the wave functions derived from the
four L minima into singlet and triplet states.
Second, the L-derived triplet states mix with
their analogs at X to yield core excitons that are
neither purely L- nor X-derived, but intermedi-
ate in character. Both effects suggest a strong
central-cell component in the potential of the core
hole. We note that the lattice remains essential-
ly unrelaxed about the hole, due to the relatively
short core-hale lifetime (I'-100 meV). Finally,
we find that the ratio of transition probabilities
from Ga 3d to L and X final states is -0.1. Be-
cause the core hole is a model point defect, our
results should also prove useful in understanding
point defects in semiconductors, a problem of
current interest. '
We investigated a number of single-crystal sam-
ples in the pseudobinary alloy series GaAs, „P„.
The GaAs sample was bulk material (n =1.5x10"
cm '), while the other samples (n ~ 1x10" cm ')
were grown by vapor-phase epitaxy on GaAs or
GaP substrates. The compositions x are accurate
to approximately M =+ 0.02. All samples were
chemically stripped to remove overlayers just
prior to measurement. Transitions from Ga 3d
core levels to the lower conduction band were ex-
cited with synchrotron radiation with use of tech-
niques that are described elsewhere. ' Reflectance
spectra were measured from 1S.5 to 21.5 eV at
60 angle of incidence with 54 meV full width at
half maximum resolution. Fine structure from
transition thresholds was enhanced by numerical-
ly differentiating twice to yield second-energy-
derivative reflectance (2EDR) spectra.
The nature of the electron-core-hole interac-
tion was investigated by modifying the relative
positions of the L and X minima by alloying. In
GaAs, „P„,L lies below X for x =0 (GaAs)'" and
above X for x =1 (GaP)." If the positions of the
minima are assumed to vary quadratically with
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composition with similar bowing parameters for
L and X, then the L-X crossover is expected to
occur near x, =0.33. Several 2EDB spectra are
shown in Fig. 1 for compositions x spanning
crossover. The structures in the GaAs spectrum
are identified, as in previous electroreflectance'"
and 2EDB' spectra, with transitions from the j = &
and & spin-orbit-split Ga 3d core levels to final
states at L and X. The X structures gradually
(Go As)
weaken and disappear with increasing P content,
while the L structures evolve into those associat-
ed"" withX in GaP.
Quantitative information is obtained from the
variation of these structures with composition.
The energies of the peaks of the 2EDB spectra
are shown as a, function of x in Fig. 2. Although
a line-shape analysis is necessary to obtain abso-
lute critical-point energies, relative energy posi-
tions may be obtained from the peaks alone be-
cause the Fresnel-reflection coefficients do not
vary rapidly over the -1 eV energy range of these
transitions. " The peak energy positions in Fig. 2
show a classic two-level anticrossing behavior.
This naturally suggests a two-level model, in
which the wave functions corresponding to the un-
perturbed L and X minima are mixed according
to
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FIG. l. 2EDR spectra for several samples in the
pseudobinary-alloy series GaAs~ „P„. Transitions are
identified from the j = z and 5 spin-orbit —split Ga 3d
core levels to L-like and &-like conduction-band final
states. Monochromator slit resolution (full width at
half maximum) was 54 meV. Maximum noise is indi-
cated on the second curve.
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FIG. 2. Energy positions of peaks in 2EDR spectra
for GaAs
~
„P„samples. The curves represent fits to
the data and are discussed in the text.
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Here aL, and a~ are the coefficients of the unper-
turbed final-state wave functions ( L) and ~ X),
and the dressed energies EI. and Ex include self-
energy terms V«and V~~ as corrections to the
bare energies. The term Vl,~ represents L-X
mixing.
The curves in Fig. 2 represent fits of Eq. (1) to
the experimental points, in which the energies
E~ and Ex are assumed to vary quadratically with
composition with bowing parameters of the unper-
turbed bands. "'" The data for j =2 and j =2 were
fitted independently, with each set yielding
dressed values for E~ and Ex for both GaAs and
GaP and a value for the mixing energy V». We
find
~ Vzx~ to be 37+ 9 and 63 + 4 meV for the j =—',
and j =2 cores, respectively. These values are
just half the observed splittings at crossover. We
find that crossover occurs at x, =0.41 (j =2) and
x, =0.34 (j =2); the shift of these values toward P-
rich compositions indicates that the self-energy
( V~~[ is slightly larger than ~ V»( for this series.
If VL,~ =Vx~, then the fitting procedure yields a
bare L-X separation of 310+ 60 meV for GaP, in
good agreement with the results of Kyser and
Rehn. "
We expect that V~~ arises mainly from the cen-
tral-cell part of the core potential, because the
Bloch functions corresponding to different mini-
ma would remain essentially orthogonal in a slow-
ly varying perturbation potential. " Qn the other
hand, the self-energies V» and V» contain signi-
ficant contributions from intraminima (dynamic
of effective-mass-like) effects in addition to a
central-cell term and thus may be expected to
exceed V» in magnitude. This puts a lower limit
on core-exciton binding energies that is larger
than effective-mass estimates which treat equiva-
lent minima independently. " Therefore, an ap-
proach similar to that of Resca and Resta' to cal-
culate these energies appears promising. We
note that as a result of the L-X interaction, core
excitons have mixed character, even for the GaAs
and GaP endpoints. For example, the X-like
wave function in GaAs has a~/a» =0.18 for j =—',
and 0.34 for j= 2. Thus the X exciton has signifi-
cant L character.
The simple two-level model is applicable if and
only if the wave functions for the four L minima
hybridize into a singlet and a triplet by means of
a valley-orbit interaction involving the core-hole
potential. This can be shown quite elegantly by
group theory" and also by the following simple
arguments. The wave functions corresponding to
the lowest X minima have X, symmetry with re-
1034
spect to the origin on a Ga site" and to first order
are totally p-like about Ga. These wave functions
thus form a triplet with I'» symmetry, and they
cannot be mixed by the core-hole potential. How-
ever, the wave function of each of the four L
minima is p- and s-like about Ga. The core-hole
potential has full cubic symmetry and thus hy-
bridizes the quartet into an s-like singlet (I',)
and a p-like triplet ( I"»). (Note that this valley-
orbit splitting also gives a small contribution to
V~~.) The core-hole potential then mixes L and-
X-derived I'» states of like symmetry, so that
the full 7 &7 Hamiltonian matrix for the four L
and three X minima reduces to a 1 x1 and three
identical 2 &2 matrices. The latter matrices de-
scribe the L-X mixing.
The two-level model also gives information
about the relative intensities of the structures.
Because the initial state is atomic d-like, transi-
tions to I' and to the singlet L are forbidden to
first order and are not observed. The intensity of
a given structure corresponding to a p-like final
state depends on the intrinsic relative strengths
of transitions to L and to X and on the degree of
I -X mixing by the attractive core-hole potential.
The resulting interference between the unper-
turbed L and X wave functions causes a (partial)
transfer of oscillator strength to the lower-ener-
gy structure. " Thus, when L is below X, as in
GaAs, the L structure gains oscillator strength
from X but when L is above X, as in GaP, L
loses oscillator strength to X. By a quantitative
analysis we find that in the absence of L-X mix-
ing the ratio of transition probabilities from the
Ga Sd core to L and to X is 0.10 for j= & and 0.15
for j= 2. These values are in good agreement with
simple model estimates" but disagree with more
extended calculations. ' Thus the L-X mixing
model both explains the previously puzzling elec-
troreflectance line-shape difference between GaAs
and GaP and explains why transitions to L have
been observed' in other III-V materials only
when L lies below X in the unperturbed band
structure.
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Coherence and Disorder in Arrays of Point Contacts
A. Raboutou, J. Rosenblatt, and P. Peyral
Enstitut National des Sciences Appliquees, F-35043 Rennes, France
(Received 10 July 1980)
By measuring the penetration depth and the critical current of three-dimensional as-
semblies of weakly coupled superconducting grains as a function of temperature, two
critical exponents, P and &', were determined characterizing the transition to coherence
of the system. As in calculations on disordered systems, strict universality does not
hold, but the exponents are shown to be compatible with the hypothesis of weak univer-
sality.
PACS numbers: 74.40.+k, 64.60.Fr
Since the early work of London' supercurrents
and the penetration depth of superconductors ap-
pear as manifestations of phase coherence, or
order in momentum space, among the supercon-
ducting electrons. Similarly Josephson currents
and penetration depth result from phase correla-
tions between superconductors separated by a
barrier. By the same token, one may expect in-
tuitively that an array of a great number of junc-
tions (such as a granular superconductor) will dis-
play supercurrents and static screening of exter-
nal fields provided long-range correlations exist
between superconducting phases in different elec-
trodes. We report here on measurements of crit-
ical current and penetration depth of three-dimen-
sional (3D) assemblies of bulk grains (diameter
a s 50 pm) weakly coupled through Josephson point
contacts.
Our samples are made by simply pressing to-
gether in an epoxy resin slightly oxidized super-
conducting Nb grains. We thus obtain arrays of
about 10' point contacts which can be molded to
the desired shape, in this case cylinders 3 mm
in diameter and 13 mm long. Resistivities p„ in
the range 0.1-10 cm are easily obtained by con-
trolling the pressure on the system during hard-
ening of the resin. On the basis of resistive
measurements we have pointed out" that a phase
transition from a high-temperature "paracoher-
ent" state to a low-temperature coherent one
takes place at a temperature To(T,. This is due
to the fact that superconducting phases in indi-
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